
Operating Manual
Breaking-food Soybean Milk Machine

Model：DJ12B-P17E



There is nothing difficult if you think it dexterously.
Security Consideration

In order to ensure the safety of use and avoid causing harm or property
damage to you or others, please be sure to strictly abide by the following
safety considerations

Icon
Meani
ng

No No drenching No dismantling

Instruction No touching Unplug the plug

●

This product must not
be operated by
children, people with
mobility disabilities,
people with mental
disorders or will not
use them alone, the
elderly and people with
disabilities should be
used under
guardianship and
guidance.
Please put it in a place
outside the reach of the
child, and inform the
child that this product
cannot be used for play.

●

When using this product, the socket
with grounding device must be used,
and please confirm that the voltage is
in aclineance with the local
specification (220V~50Hz).
Do not use inferior plug-in transfer to
avoid fire or electric shock.

●

●

●

Hold the plug when unplugging, do not
pull the power line, do not wet the
hand to unplug, plug the power plug,
so as not to cause electric shock.
The power line plug must be kept
clean and dry, do not bend the power
line too much, bind or put it near high
temperature, squeeze or hang the
heavy object on a sharp object,
otherwise it may cause fire and electric
shock due to breakage of the power
line.
If the power cable is damaged, it must
be replaced with a special soft wire or

●

This product is strictly
prohibited from being
wet or close to fire
sources, heat sources,
such as stoves. Avoid
accidental ignition and
cause fire or product
damage.
Do not use on inclined,
unstable or
heat-resistant
countertops so as not to
cause products to fall
from high or cause fire.



a special component bought from its
manufacturer or maintenance
department.

●

Please check the power
cord, blade, spoiler and
other components for
damage before use. If
there is damage, please
stop using and contact
the customer service
staff to solve the
problem.
Do not use accessories
and accessories other
than this product to
avoid fire and personal
injury.
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●

In use, do not close your face

and hands to the steam valve

steam port; when lifting the

head, please be careful that the

steam water on the steam

pressure valve drips into your

hand so as not to burn.

After pulping, due to the high

temperature of the bottom

cover and bucket body of all

steel, do not touch it directly

with your hands to prevent

scald.

●

Non-professionals are not

allowed to disassemble at will,

otherwise there is a risk of

electric shock injury. If there is a

failure, please go to the

designated maintenance point to

repair.

In use, when the machine makes

abnormal sound, smell or

smoke, please stop using

immediately and contact

customer service department in a

timely manner.

●

It is prohibited to hold the head

directly and lift the whole

machine or motor directly.

Do not move the machine in

the process of work, so as to

avoid the overflow of food in

●

●

This product strictly forbids long

time no-load operation and

overload use.

After pulping, please do not

reheat, pulping, otherwise the

bottom of the paste, overflow.



the bucket, resulting in scald,

electric shock and other injury

accidents.

●

●

Do not use soybean milk buckets

as containers (frozen, cooked or

sterilized).

Do not put this product in the

refrigerator or freezer, sharp

cooling will cause "condensate"

in the head, which may cause the

failure of the computer board in

the head.

It is forbidden to clean the

product with chemicals or

volatile substances, otherwise it

may cause discoloration,

decoloring or fire.

●

It is strictly forbidden to

immerse the whole machine

directly in water or other liquid

to avoid electric shock or

damage to the machine.

Do not make water enter into

power socket, couplers, if

accidentally drenched, must be

wiped dry before use.

●

Do not leave when using this

product, please turn off the

machine and unplug the power

supply when you leave!

Be sure to cut off the power

supply before cleaning or when

the product is idle.

This product is limited to

ordinary household indoor use,

do not use outdoors or for

commercial and industrial

purposes.
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温馨提示 Warm Reminder

Fresh soybean milk is easy to
deteriorate for a long time. It
is best to drink it now. It is
recommended to drink it
within 2 hours at room
temperature.

Infants and young children with
renal failure and weak
gastrointestinal function should
choose low concentration
soybean milk or reduce
drinking amount as appropriate.



产品规格 Product Specification

Name Model Heating
Power

Power of
Motor

Power Rated
Capacity

Breaking-fo
od Soybean

Milk
Machine

DJ12B-P17
E

850W 200W 220V~
50Hz

1.2L

Circuit Principle Diagram

Do not exceed the water level
calibration line on the inner
wall of soybean milk bucket
with ingredients and drinking
water added.

The blade device of this product
is sharp, please pay attention to
prevent the blade from hurting
the hand when operating and
cleaning.

Please select the function
correctly according to the
instructions and do not select
the wrong function; if the
error is selected, it may cause
overflow and poor effect.

In order to make your machine
clean and hygienic, please clean
it in time after each use, so as
not to be difficult to clean after
a long period of use.

Do not make an appointment
for more than 8 hours at room
temperature above 30 ℃.

After each use of this machine,
please interval 8 minutes, use
again.

It is normal for the stainless steel inner drum to turn green after working.



Measuring cup

Product Structure

Name of Components

Handle ahead,

Touch panel

Sealing ring near bucket mouth

Anti-overflow probe

Motor shaft

Spoiler claw

Pneumatic valve

Cover on the head

Upper coupler

Lower cover of head

Blade

Stainless steel inner bucket

Soybean milk bucket

Water level calibration line

Bean bucket

Handle of bean bucket

Lower coupling

Handle

Power socket

Filter screen

Power line



Touch Panel
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Product Usage
Instructions before Use
Remove all the packages. Remove the soy bucket from the soybean milk bucket.

Instructions for the Use of the

Annex:

█Soak bean bucket can be used to

hold soybean milk, according to the

right picture before use to soak bean

bucket handle must be installed in

place.

█The filter screen is used for

filtering the soybean milk.

█The measuring cup is used to

measure food. The picture on the

right shows the measuring cup

capacity:

3.Before initial use, thoroughly clean

all parts in direct contact with food

with a soft cloth (see Cleaning and

1量杯
4

5
量杯



Maintenance).

4.Check whether the spoiler claw is

deformed before use.

The spoiler claw on the head is prohibited from colliding to avoid deformation,
otherwise it will lead to pulping failure or machine damage.

Operation Steps and Instructions
1. Prepare the ingredients according to the recipe

According to the dosage in the recipe, take the ingredients in a random quantity cup
and clean them into the cup bucket, and then add drinking water to the water level
calibration line.
█
It is suggested that the pulping effect of

all hard ingredients should be better after
soaking. The soaking time of dried beans
and other hard ingredients is as follows:
In the north: 8 to 16 hours in spring or
autumn,, 6 to 10 hours in summer, 10 to
16 hours in winter.
In the south: 5 to 6 hours in spring or
summer, 8 to 9 hours in autumn or winter.
█
Food like meat needs to be removed

from bone first.

Note

The capacity of the ingredients and water added should not exceed the
maximum water level calibration line in the cup and barrel, as required by
the instructions and recipes.
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2
Put the head and turn on the power
① Align the upper couplers of the
machine head with the lower couplers of
the soybean milk bucket vertically on the
soybean milk bucket.
②

Plug in the power cord, turn on the
power supply, the machine alarm,
indicator light, digital tube lit for 1
second into standby state, indicator cycle
flicker, digital tube display "--".
█
Please put the head a little hard and

tighten the couplers.

3 Selection Function

Operation Steps and Instructions of Non-reservation Function
①

Press the function key to select the
required function of Luxiang soybean
milk or walnut milk.

②

Press the "start/cancel" key again, the
machine starts, the corresponding function
indicator is always on, and the digital tube

is displayed " ".

③

The machine will be stirred and heated automatically according to the setting
procedure.

█
The machine does not heat up when using the juice milkshake function.

█When you need to switch or cancel the function, you can press the start/cancel key
for a long time to enter the standby state.



注意

Note

●
When making a drink, if you select the wrong

function, it may lead to bad taste or paste, overflow, and
not break.
●
In the process of making the machine, there will be a

small amount of steam coming out of the steam valve.
Please do not get too close to avoid scalding.
●
If the machine can continue to work within 3 minutes
if there is an unexpected power outage or a short
power outage during the use of the machine, the
machine will automatically return to the initial power
state after 3 minutes, so it is necessary to replace the
selection function of the ingredients for operation.



█
The time required for all functions to complete pulping will vary slightly according

to voltage, environment, temperature, ingredients, etc. The following is the working
time of each function in the default state, for reference only.

Function Infant
supplementary
food

Thick fragrant
soybean milk

Five grain
soybean milk

Walnut milk

Time (min)
45 35 35 10

Function Good morning
porridge

Coarse rice
paste

Corn juice Juice
milkshake

Time (min) 40 25 26 4

Preparation of Materials

①

Take dry soybeans in a measuring cup:
1 full cup.

② The calibration line.

Make soybean milk
①

Turn on the power and press the
"function" key to select the "thick
fragrant soybean milk" function.

②

Then press the "start/cancel" key to enter
the working state of thick fragrant
soybean milk.

③

After about 35 minutes of work, soybean milk was made and returned to standby.



Cleaning and Maintenance

1 Cleaning Head of Machine

Disconnect the power supply and remove the pressure valve and barrel seal ring from
the head after cooling the machine.
Gently pull the
sealing ring of the
bucket mouth up
and down.
Note: do not pull
hard, such as
pulling
deformation, will
affect the sealing
effect.
③

Steam valve, bucket mouth seal ring directly with clean water; machine head
adhere to soybean milk or residue with soft cloth under tap water wipe clean; panel
dirty, water beads with dry wet soft cloth wipe clean.
█
Do not immerse the head in the water!

It is prohibited to clean the upper part of
the head directly with water to prevent
the head from entering water and short
circuit.
█
Please pay attention to the blade and

hurt your hand!
2
Cleaning Soybean Milk Bucket
①

The inner part of the bucket is cleaned
with soft cloth.If not timely cleaning, it is
recommended to fill the bucket with
water to soak for a while before cleaning
with soft cloth.
②

The outside of the bucket can be wiped
clean with a dry wet soft cloth; it is not
appropriate to wipe with a steel ball or a
hard rag to avoid surface scratches or
coating shedding.



█
Do not immerse the bottom of the bucket in the water; do not wash the couplers

with water, power Jack, to prevent water intake, dangerous.

3 Maintenance
※ Head of the machine, soybean milk bucket and other accessories should not be
sterilized in disinfection cabinet or dried in microwave oven.
※
After the machine has been cleaned, in order to prevent the residual water from

smelling, please dry it thoroughly with a dry rag, and then install the barrel sealing
ring and steam pressure valve in place.
※
When not in use for a long time, please place the machine in a dry ventilation place.

Treatment Methods of Common Fault

Common Fault Analysis of Causes Solution
The machine does not
have any reaction

The power plug is not in
place

Re-place the head on the
soybean milk bucket in the
correct position

The hand is not properly
installed

Check that the power cord
is in good contact with the
plug

工作时有溢出现象产生

Spillover at work
Add too much or too little
water

After cutting off the power
supply and cleaning the
ingredients in the soybean
milk bucket, re-add the
new ingredients according
to the requirements of the
instructions and start
working.

Press the wrong function
key

Voltage is too high Use household regulators
Add too many ingredients Add ingredients as

required by the
instructions

The crushing effect is not
good or there is a whole
residue

Add too little water Add drinking water
according to the
requirements of water
level

Add too much or too little
ingredients

Add ingredients as
required by the
instructions

Voltage below level Use household regulators



When making rice paste,
the meat ingredients do not
remove tendons and bones,
and do not cut into pieces

When the ingredients are
meat, you should first
remove the tendons and
bones and cut them into
pieces the size of wet
soybeans

Press the wrong function
key

Operate correctly
according to the
instructions

Barrel overflow Check to see if the bucket
mouth seal ring is missing

Install the barrel sealing
ring correctly as required

After the work, I found
that the soybean milk was
not cooked

Add too much water Add drinking water
according to the
requirements of water
level

Add too many ingredients Add ingredients as
required by the
instructions

Check whether the
water-proof coupler is in
water

Dry water or natural
drying in underwater
couplers with dry cloth

Machine alarm, digital
tube display E1 or E2

The amount of water to be
added is too large to meet
the anti-overflow electrode

Add drinking water
according to the
requirements of water
level

Functional Recipe

Functions Ingredients Range of Capacity

Good morning porridge One and a third cups of
rice, about 140 g

Add drinking water to the
water level line 1200ml

Thick fragrant soybean
milk

One plain cup of dry bean,
about 80 g

Add

Five grain soybean milk Three fifth cup of dry
bean, 10 g of coix seed and
black rice, about the
bottom of a cup (the total
amount of several
ingredients is one cup)

Add drinking water to the
water level line 1200ml

Infant supplementary food One and a third cups of
rice, about 140 g, three
fifth cup of purple potato
diced, about 45 g

Add drinking water to the
water level line 1200ml



Coarse rice paste Three fifth cup of rice,
about 65 g, three fifth cup
of pumpkin (cut), 1.5 cups
of oatmeal, add proper
amount of honey after the
end

Add drinking water to the
water level line 1200ml

Walnut milk Three fifth cup of cooked
walnut, divided, about 35
g, three fifth cup cooked
peanuts, about 40 g, 250ml
of pure milk

Add cold boiled water to
the water level line
1200ml

Juice milkshake 2 diced bananas (about
250 grams after peeling)

Add cold boiled water to
the water level line
1200ml

Corn juice 3 cups of fresh corn, about
240 grams, 250 ml milk;
add a little sugar after the
end

Add cold boiled water to
the water level line
1200ml

Hint: It is suggested that the size of grain size should be about 20x20 mm.


